DELPHIC AMPHICTYONY

The entrance of the Delphic Amphictyony Polis

The CITY
In the interior space of the two interior “Golden Rectangles” in the Earth Area of the City there will

If the terrain available for the construction of a Polis is wider or longer than another Polis, a group

be 4 Avenues: the East, the South, the West and the North that will transverse the business and in-

of “Sections” can be relocated where there is more available land. In any case, the “Section” will not

dustrial “blocks” and will surround the Delphic Amphictyony.

lose its mathematical structure in relation with the entire Polis.

The “blocks” will be divided into “Sections” that will extend along the side of the Golden Rectangle.
All the “Sections” will have the same dimensions and in each Section one, two or more businesses

Because the way of defining of every area plays a crucial role on the sale or rental of the “Sections”
by the International businesses and industries, we arranged that the “puzzle” of the “Sections” can be
transferred while the between them “Golden Rectangles” remain the same.

will be located. A big business or industry can occupy 2 or 3 “Sections”, provided that the roads between the “Sections” will remain as they are and are not swallowed by the unified “Sections”.

The sale of an area and the cost will be determined according to its “Section” and the part of the
“Section”.

Later-names of sections

Later-names of sections

DELPHIC AMPHICTYONY - THEATER «APOLLO»

DELPHIC AMPHICTYONY - THEATER «APOLLO»

Later-names of sections
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THE “DELPHIC AMPICTYONY” OF THE EARTH
AND SPACE AND SILICON VALLEY
It is considered useful to stress that the Urban Planning models of DELPHIC AMPHICTYONY aspire to improve the living conditions of Man on Earth and in Space.
The organized exploration of the Space and the colonization of the Moon, Mars and
other planets require a completely new and revolutionary way of thinking and considerable interest of cooperation between Europe and America.
Silicon Valley is still considered the largest and most important city of technological
applications.

It is absolutely necessary that the new and innovative organization of Delphic Amphictyony should have a very specific and inspired planning which will concern the resolution of the problems on the Earth, the Sea and the Air and help with the concerted
effort of Man to settle on the Moon and on other planets.
Of course, many innovative and useful ideas can be borrowed from the Silicon Valley.
In addition, we can seek the cooperation of many of the companies currently active
in Silicon Valley.
We may even seek direct or indirect cooperation with scientists and Research Cen-

Despite this, the choice of spaces for the construction of Research centers, businesses, workshops or factories of technological materials has been rather random.
“Delphic Amphictyony” will set rules and design plans that will define a specific map
of Business-Industrial Sections with predefined spaces of construction in every Section

ters of Silicon Valley.
However, the general structure of the Space “Delphic Amphictyony” for the achievement of specific purposes on Earth and the Space must be set on new bases, because
no more delays must be allowed.

which will belong to Earth Area.
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The building complex of “EPSILON” with the sign E.

The left side of the entrance gate in the Polis of Delphic Amphictyony
Majestic, at the front of the building, Apollo.

WHAT WILL THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE “DELPHIC
AMPHICTYONY” OF EARTH AND SPACE INCLUDE
The urban plan of “Delphic Amphictyony” will include the complexes of “E”, of the
Amphictyons, of the Universities, of the Techical Schools, of the High Schools as well as
the residence halls which will be constructed in the inner “Golden Rectangle” created
by the imaginary diagonals of “Building E” of the Delphic Amphictyony of the Earth and
Space.

unobstructed access of vehicles and underground trains that will carry thousands of
visitors on a daily basis.
In the uneven levels of the Polis, the visitors will be able to walk to the Universities
using marble walkways and bridges, while the GPS sets the visitors will be holding will
make it easy for them to locate any building they wish to visit.
On the roof of the building complexes there will be gardens with these and plants
instead of tiles. Statues, fountains and ponds will decorate the inner spaces of Delphic

A second larger “Golden Rectangle”, the Earth Area, which will start from the
periphery of the first and the parallel sides of which will stop approximately 300 meters
from the long sides of the first and about 220 metres from the narrow sides, will be the
second level of the Polis.

Amphictyony as well as the outer level with the industrial areas, the Research Centers,
the tourist installations, the Theaters, the Cinemaw, the Museums, the Recreation
Centers.
The total length of long side of the Golden Section of Delphic Amphictyony will be

These two levels that will be about 36 meters above the surface (9 floors X 4 m. each),
plus 12 meters below the surface (3 floors X 4 m. each) will house the building
complexes of “Delphic Amphictyony” and will be visible from many kilometers away.
The outer level of the Polis will be on the level of the surface of the earth and it will be
separated in industrial and business areas, it will have vertical and horizontal roads and
four main avenues that will transverse “Delphic Amphictyony” with bridges for the

1,000 meters, while the short side will be 618 m.
It should be stressed again that the distance from the ends of each short side the
outer total of the Earth Area will be 300 meters, the distance from the end of each long
side to the outer total of the Earth Area will be approximately 200 meters.
Note: Future extensions of the outer sides should be expected.
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The building complex of the educational schools of Delphic Amphictyony

The building complex EPSILON, illuminated on the top of the Delphic building complex

Pythagorean Urban Planning
Delphic Amphictyony will have a specific central and peripheral system of construc-

hood” and not scattered all over the city which will be inhabited by 40,000 scientists and

tion not only of the Universities, the Colleges and the Cultural Institutions but also of the

personnel working in the inner academic spaces and about 100,000 scientists and per-

technological businesses, the hospital etc wcich wll be constructed in the periphery of

sonnel working in the outer business spaces of Earth Area of Delphic Amphictyony.

each Polis.
Space Areas will be areas with designated specifications for the installation of busiAround the Delphic “E” of the Universities and inside the inner “Golden Rectangle”,
of Puthagorean inspiration, inside the larger “Golden Rectangle, the Earth Area, will be

nesses dealing only with research, experimentation and production of materials of Space
Technology and Space travel.

constructed in perfect order and according to categories, the buildings of the businesses
of Micro and Macrotechnology, of computes, of semiconductors, of transistors, of intergalactic computers and others.

Space Areas will be areas with designated specifications for the installation of businesses dealing also with research, experimentation and production of materials having
to do with the support of the Ecosystem, the improvement of living conditions and the

The businesses that will express their interest in participating in the Delphic Amphic-

protection of flora and fauna.

tyony enterprises will be able to acquire the lot they wish for their installations only within
the designated “Areas” which will secure the harmonious co-existence and co-operation
and not in a chaotic environment which results to the loss of critical information.

Inside the Polis there will be: Athletics and recreation centers, centers of contemporary and classical music, an opera, theaters, museums, exhibition halls, conference and
seminar halls, cinemas, hotels, short-term and long-term residential areas for the scien-

The Kinds of Technology developed in the Earth Area will be communicated to the

tists and staff, restaurants, taverns etc.

participating Technology businesses, with specific requests about the Earth and the
Space.
A main request for the Earth will be the cleansing of the ecosystem, of the Earth and
the waters and the support of the energy sources.
Main requests for the Space will be:
•

The creation of a Space platform between the Earth and the Moon on which ac-

tivities will take place which would be too costly to be performed on the Moon.
•

The construction of a “Carrier” to transport heavy load from the Earth to the

Space Platform and from there to the Moon.
•

The planning and construction of installations on the Moon so that man can set-

tle and work there.
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The results in the first stage of this Project will be a dynamic attraction for the big enterprises of the world which have
The Hospitals in the “Delphic Amphictyony” will be grouped in a specific “neighbor-

POLIS

WHAT WILL “APOLLO” THEATER OF DELPHIC
AMPHICTYONY IN THE AREA OF DESPHINA INCLUDE

TECHNICAL COMMENTS
There are preliminary agreements between the Olympus Association and owners of agri-

Building complexes and Electronic Equipment

cultural plots in the area relating to the disposal of land necessary for the construction of the
infrastructure relating to the activities even outside the area of Desphina.

In the marble coilon of the Theater, which will be built according to the classic archetypes, will be installed short columns for each one of the 500 participants, professors
of the Delphic Amphictyony.
On each column will be mounted a computer with a camera on the top which will
“see” the participant, while at the base of the column there will be a control panel so that
the participant can intervene in the dialogues. Under the computer there will be a slot

1.1. Comment
There is ongoing negotiation for the acquisition of new agricultural land plots in Desphina area by OLYMPOS Association.
There is evidence of shortcomings in social infrastructure (water supply, sanitation,
energy) for the amount of work planned, which appropriately will have to be covered.

for notebooks and pens.
The “EPSILON” and the Amphictyons-professors will be hosted in the special residences of APOLLO theater.
For the visitors there will be hotels in the area. The annual Conference if the Amphictyony will be the paramount event for Science, Technology, the Earth, Man and the
Space.

1.2. Comment
The Public Services have demonstrated the intention to improve the existing possibilities.
It has been programmed to expand the road network in the area which is at present
inadequate for the future functioning of the city.

During the year APOLLO theater can be used for other cultural, technological and
academic events especially by the UN, UNESCO, NASA, ESA, the Russian and Chinese
Space Agencies and other bodies.

2. Comment
It has been provided to cover part of the cost of the enlargement from the HEPTAPOLIS And DELPHIC AMPHICTYONY budget.
The infrastructure for first aid for visitors and workers cannot be covered by the nearest urban centers

3. Comment
There is an ongoing research study on the options available for additional coverage
as envisaged in the project design.

4. Comment
The size of the project requires expertise that can only be met partially and on the spot.
There is considerable scientific potential in the country, but not in all areas.
The headquarters of the Olympus Association and the scientific capacity of its members
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has experience and comprehensive ideas and international communications with competent scientists to resolve any issue that might arise.

The walkway leading from the entrance to the building complex of Delphic Amphictyony

